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The Cultic Relationship of the Menkaure Triads
to the Small Step Pyramids
Florence Dunn Friedman

This paper expands on a brief observation made by Stephan J. Seidlmayer several years ago
in which he compared ideas expressed by the small step pyramids to ideas expressed in the
Sneferu procession of estates at Dahshur and the triads of Menkaure. 1 I largely agree with his
observation and expand on it further by focusing especially on comparison of the tiiads with
the small step pyramids.
The triads (Fig. I) comprise pa1t of the late Fou1th Dynasty sculpture program at
Menkaure's valley temple at Giza - a sculpture program that brought the king into relation
with the two deities at the heart of royal ideology, Re and Hathor. Menkaure is brought into
relation with Re through trave1tine (Egyptian alabaster) statues of the seated king, where the
one fully inscribed example of the four (Fig. 2)2 included the solar-related Golden Horus
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Fig. 1 Four intact (a, b, c, e*) and two fragmentary (d*, f'I<) greywacke triads. Photography
by Michael Fredericks. Grey areas are reconstruction by author, drawn by Michelle Pisa.
* Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

2

S. J. SEIDLMAYER , Town and state in the early Old Kingdom: a view from Elephantine, in: J. SPEKCER
(ed.), Aspects of Early Egypt, London 1996. 124: S . J. SEJDLMAYER, Die staalliche Anlage der 3. Dyn,
in der Nordweslstadl von Elephantine: Archaologische und historischc P robleme, in: M. B1t:TAK (ed.),
Haus uml Palast im Alten Agypten, Vien na 1996, 210. Summary of Seidlmayer's ideas in T. A. H.
W1LKINS0N, Early Dynastic Egypt. London - New York 1999, 278.
MFA , Boston, 09.202; found with three other seated statues in the valley temple offering room. See
G. A . REISNER, Mycerinus. The Temples of the Third Pyramid at Giza, Cambridge, MA 1931, pl. 47;
MFA , Boston, 09.202 = statue No. 19, pl. 47 band e. The text differs from that of the triads'.
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MFA09.202

fig. 2 Travertine (Egyptian alabaster) statue base, MFA 09.202.* Photography by
Michael Fredericks. Inscription flanking king's legs and feet, drnwn by Michelle
Pisa. Arrows point to stwt r nfr nfi·.
* Courtesy, Museum of fine Arts, Boston
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MFA 09.200

Fig. 3 Inscriptions on the base of each intact triad: .TE 40678, JE 46499, JE 40679,
MFA 09.200.* Photography by Michael Fredericks. Inscrip tions drawn by
Miche lle Pisa. * Courtesy, Museum of f ine Arts, Boston
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Name' and very probably the s.? Rr name with preceding cartouchc in its missing text" (sf
Rr in this period follows as opposed to precedes the cartouche - a cartouche which when
followed by sf Rr we know from other Fom1h Dynasty mate1ial contained the name "Mnk~v-rr'). I suggest that the restored canouche here functions as both the name for the ns,vtbjtj title and the personal name for s? Rr, the cartouehe name thus performing double duty.
a practice found in Fourth Dynasty estate names where a carr.ouche is shown once bul read
twice (seep. 105 below and Vig. 5). This principle of a single word or concept implicitly
assigned double usage will be raised again in a later context. Following the .d W name is
the clearly inscribed phrase. s1wt r n!J· nfr.5 "made into the likeness of the younger god''.
11£r 11/i·, meaning. as Berlev shows, the younger form of the sun god and a title held only by
the reigning king.<> The seated statue (probably like its unfinished companions)' thus shows
Menkaure as the living. reigning kingll likened LO the sun god.
Mcnkaure is brought into relation with Hathor through the greywacke triads. which olllil
thes: R" ruid Golden Horus (as well as Two Ladies) Name in their tirulary (Fig. 3),9 and focus
on Hathor, who suppons Menkaure i_n what l believe is the main theme of the triads, the Heb
Seel. through which he remains eternal king. Through identification with Re and support from
Hathor Menkaure lives as eternal monarch. Though the solar aspect of Menkaure's statuary
will be returned to. this paper looks especially at the Hathor-rclated triads. and how their Heb
Sed use of cull compares most notably with that of the small step pyramids. My hypothesis
is that the triads, like the small step pyramids. concern royal cult tied to towns of economic
value. but that. unlike the small step pyramids. the triads make a further link to Hathor.
H's important to keep in mind the gaps in the record, archaeological and otherwise, for
both the triads and the small step pyramids. We have four intact grcywacke triads, plus two
large fragrnenls, and many bits and pieces suggesting more triads , but lacunae abound - from
missing finclspots of known greywacke b.its.10 and a current inability to locate all the pieces
in a Giza photo of 19 I 3 .11 to a lack or concrete clues on original placement of the triads
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R. J. LEPROHUN. The Great Name. ed. by Den ise M. Doxey, Atlanta. 2013. 16.
James Allen also suggested in personal conversation thai the :d R< name:: would appear in the damaged
section of the statue base. Restoration of missing text is my own. The sJ Rr name would give us.
to my knowledge, the only Fourth Dynasty monument wilh all five names of a king (cf. V. Do01<.~v.
Considerations sur les titulatures des rois de la IV• dynastic ~gypt icnne. in: BIFAO 93. 1993. 179.
n. I). /\ full discussion of this s tatue and its inscriptions on all four sides of the base is in preparation
in FRmD~tMI, in the publication for Old Kingdom Art and Archaeology. Warsaw. 2-6 July 2013.
forthcoming.
The text flanks the king·s leet. illustrated in H. U. FiscHER. Varia Aegyptiaca. in: JARCE 2. 1963. 28.
where i1 is translated as "made into the likeness of the good god''. Berlev, however. shows that np· 11fr is
prac1ically synonymous with :;JR< (0. BERuv. Two Kings - Two Suns - on the worldview of the ancient
Egyptians. in: S. QtJIRKP. (ed.). Discovering Egypt from the Neva: The Egyptological Legacy of Oleg D.
Herlcv. Hc::rlin 2003. 29). l thank James Allen for this Herlev reference_
Bt:.RI.TiV. in Q 111RK1:. (ed.). Discovering Egypt from the Neva. 32. I 1hank James Allen for his observation
about the n[r llji· as the living king.
With more fragments of this statue type stored at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
I thank fames A lien for this obsc::rvation.
Differences in 1itulary between the two statue types needs its own study. whid1 is under preparation
in FR11:1>MAK. in the publication for Old Kingdom Art and A rch11eology, Warsaw. 2-6 July 2013.
forthcoming.
RE1S:s"R. Myccrimis. 110 (15) mentions finding such bits and pieces but publ ishes on ly one. in pl. 64g.
Phot01D A 1030_1\S in 1he Giza Archives shows 32 excavarecl but unregistered fragments of greywacke
Menkaurc statuary that were photograplu:tl in l913. But only a few of those appear among the 35
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in the valley temple. Similarly, there is insufficient archaeological or inscriptional data to
fully piece together the meaning of all the small step pyramids. But with both categories of
material, we proceed on the basis of what is known. Based on rhat data, my past articles on
the triads have offered interpretations of meaning in which r suggest that Hathor is the key to
their understanding. I outline the main points here , the full support for which appears in the
relevant publications. 12
Four intact and two fragmentary triads show two compositional types. Type 1 has the
king at center. flanked by Hathor and a male or female nome personification; Type 2 has
Hathor seated at center. flanked by king and name personification. Hathor is the highest status
figure of the three. even outranking the king. Different nome signs from Upper Egypt appear
on the heads of the four surviving nome personifications , and we can assume that nome signs
originally appeared on the damaged triads (Fig. l d: f). A provisioning text appears on the
base of each triad (Fig. 3) that Scidlmayer, like others, seems to take as the main theme of
the stames.11 The inscription states that the king is given goods by an unnamed speaker from
Lhc nomes of Upper Egypt. which are cited on the heads of Lhe personifications, male and
female according to the gender of their 110me. 1•1 The provisioning cext on three of the four
intact triads (Fig. I, a-c) is addressed to the king, sk J\V ff(j).t(J) 111 11s1v1-bjtj gt. ··when you
appear as King of Upper and Lower Egypt forever.. (using Fig. 3, JE 40678. as an example).15
His Appearance as king recalls the coronation rite of the Appearance of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt as seen in the Palermo Stone entry for Menkaure·s successor, Shepseskaf. 16
(Menkaure ·s entry is essentially lost.) Men.kaure's provisioning thus appears in rhe context
of coronation, which is a Heb Sed theme, the very theme made iconographieally clear in the
fourth intact triad (f-ig. 1. c; Pig. 4) .
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grcywacke fragments now in Boston. The location of the resl has not been located in tbe MFA. Boston
or 1he Cairo Museum. From the photo. many fragments probably went co lriads: others at the MFA.
Boston, I tind go lo more dyads and not triads: 1:. D. FRir.ri~UN. The Menkaure Dyad(s).in: S. E. THOMPSON/
P. DER M,\,'lt"F.LIA.'I (eds.). Egyp1 and Beyond. Essays Presented 10 Leonard H. Lesko upon his Rcti remem
from the Wilbour Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005. Providence 2008. 109- 144:
r. D. fR l!i{)MAr<, Evidence sugge~ting add itional Menkaure Dyads. in: The 63"' Annual Meeting of the
American Research in Egypt (A RCE). Abstracts. Providence. RI. 2012. '37.
FRIEDMAN. in TH0~1P$01'/ Di-:R MANtJl'l lAN (eds.). Egypt and Beyond; F. D. F1m.DMAN. Reading the
Mcnkaure Triads. Part r. in: R. GvKDLACH/K. Svr-:-cE (eds.). Palace and Temple. 5'" Symposium on
"Egyptian Royal ldeology. Wiesbaden 2011. 23-41: F D. FR11-:1>MAN, Reading the Menkaure Triads:
Part IT (Multi-directionality). in: N. Snuow1cK/ H. STRt.:Dw1cK (eds.), Old Kingdom. ~ew Perspectives:
Egyptian A n and Archaeology 2750-2150 BC. Oxford - Oakville 2011. 93-114: F. D. fR1c.riMAN,
Economic implications of the Mcnkaure Triads, in: P. DER M.,i--uELL>\N/T. SCH~~lllER (eds.). Towards
a ~ew History for the Egyptian Old Kingdom. Perspectives on the Pyramid Age. Harvard Egyptological
Smdics l. Boston 2015. forthcoming.
SEmL:--IAYER. in SP~NCER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypl. 124.
The Thcban nome is mistakenly male: see F111r.r>MAN. in GuN1>1.Ac:11/SJ>t,NCF. (eds.). Palace and Temple,
24.11. 12.
Full provisioning texts: from UE 4 (J E 40678): {1111b(l)J11!il .~m'w dft nb (11p111/)( sk tw {,'(j).1(}) 111 nswthjlj dt: from (lJ"'E 7) JE 46499: {11 nh(t) 11fi·tj111j1.(j) {up/ 11/ujmj1 Sm'..- t,r(j).1(j) 11111Jwi-bjtj <}1: from UE
17 (JE 40679): l]t 11b(1) 11jhjmjt.(j) f.1tpt 11brj111jt -~m<w fi'(j).t(J) m nswt-bjlj dt: and from UE 15 (Mr,'\
09.200): ,!fi•i nb(t) ~11pt nb(I) dfi ,,bjmj Sm'w <}!. See Rr:ts:-lR. Mycerinus, pl. 46.
T. A. H. Wu.KINSON. Royal Annals of Ancient Egypt. London - New York 2000. 149-151. PS v.1.2;
FRIF.l"l\UN. in GUNDI.ACHISPENCE (edq. Palace and Temple, 38 for expanded discussion related tu Jich
Scd.
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A major question for this paper is whether Menkaure ·s original plan included 42 triads.
assuming that the fu ll complement of nomcs was in place by the end of the Fourth Dynasty.
A similar question arises with the small step pyramids, lhat is. was one intended for every
nome? Given that the king was theoretically supplied by lhe entire country and would want
to represent this piece of political ideology, whether true or not. 42 triads would make sense
just as the same number of small step pyramids would. Seidlmayer assumes that this was
probably the case in principle for botl1 the small step pyramids and the triads. 17 Seidel agrees. 1s
Wendy Wood. however. writing some years earlier, tonk a different approach, suggesting
that the original sequence of triads did not include all nomes but only those in which there
was a Hathor cult. 19 In previous work, I discuss why I agree with her. If she is right. we
would expect many fewer than 42 triads to have been planned. much less executed. And in
using fragments from the Museum of Fine A11s, Boston. T estimate the whole sequence to
have been perhaps 10-12 triads, and suggest, following Wood, that each was associated with
a Hathor sanctuary, which I would identify as either real or symbolic. 20 Hathor and her cult,
Thave suggested. arc at the heart of understanding the triads. Always to Mcnkaure 's right. she
embraces the king. holds his hand. supports and legitimizes him. He is '·Hathor·s beloved..
(Fig. 3). linked to her in the Upper Egyptian nomes from which the insc1iption says he is
provisioned.
A critical issue is who is doing the provisioning. The giver is uiummed (Fig. 3). Since the
provisioning text appears in front of the male or female nome personification. the simplest
explanation is that the offerings arc given by that nome. I would argue that while the n~ime

a.

b.

MFA09.200

JE 40679

Type 2

Type 1

Fig. 4111 Type 2 uiad (MFA 09.200*), king holds mks: i11 Type I (e.g .. JE 40679)
he holds the "enigmatic object". Phorogrnphy by Michael Fredericks,
~'Courtesy.Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
SEIDI.\IAYER. in SPE'lCER (ed.). Aspects or Early Egypt. 124.
M. SEIDEL. Die koniglichen S1a1ucngruppen. Band. I: Die Deokmalcr vom Allen Reich bis :wm F,nde
der 18. Dynasties. HAB 42. Hildesheim 1996. 44.
19 W. Wooo. A reconsrruction of the triads of king :V1ycerinus. in: JEA 60. 1974. 86. SEIDi \IAHK. Die
sraatliche Anlage. 210, n. 81 disagrees.
20 FKJED~IAN. in Gu:-loL~CH/Spr;;,;cr: (eds.). P<1lace and Temple: ,md FRlr\DMAN. in STRUnw1c:K/Srnuow1cK
(eds.). Old Kingdom, Ne\\ Pt:rspec1ivcs.
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figures are indeed the delivery system for the goo<ls, it is Hathor, Mcnkaure's divine mother,
who should be understood as the ultimate source of the offe1ings. feeding her son,just as when
in cow form she will later suckle Thutmose ITT at Deir el Bahri. The nome personifications.
akin to anthropomorphized glyphs with human han<ls, assume tasks that the figure of Hathor
is physically restricted from doing. but it is Hathor. <laughter of Re, king's divine mother. and
cosmic female p1inciple. who should be understood as the one from whom ·'all good things"
proceed to the king. Whether she or the nome is the speaker in the provisioning text. the point
is the same: Hathor equips her son with al l things necessary to appear as king forever. The
occasion for the provisioning is his Heb Sed.
The Heb Se<l is identifiable from the mks that Menkaurc holds in his left hand (Fig. 4)
in the intact Type 2 triad (Fig. le), unlike the en igmatic object he holds in Type I triads. The
Heb Sed is the major theme of the triad series. not provisioning. as it seems at first glance.
Provisioning, like legitimation. and what I term multi-directionality - the ability of the king
to move freely in all directions - arc sub-themes found in Type I triads that support the Heb
Seel and Menkaurc when he appears as dual king.21 Focus on the Heb Sed in Menkaure's
lower (valley) temple in Giza recalls, as I have argued elsewhere, Sneferu 's same focus in his
lower temple at the Bem Pyramid that Sta<lelmann now confirms was a Heb Sed temple.22 In
both the Menkaure and Sneferu temples, the depicted provisioning is for the kings· Heb Sed,
a rite thar is not about the afterlife, though it was surely celebrated by the king in perpetuity
after his biological death. The Heb Seel is a cult for the living king, the same point Seidlmayer
makes with regard to the celebration of royal cult in the context of the small step pyrnmids .2i
.Lncreasing evidence points to kings' celebrating their cult during life . While Baer, some years
ago. marshaled evidence mainly from the Fifth and Sixth D ynasty to show that the cult of a
king could be active while the king was still alive,2J Nolan's recent study of seatings from Giza
reveals a Fourth Dynasty cult of the living Men.kaure_2., The only oblique reference to death
I see in the triads may be the lack of a Horus name in Fig. 1 c. suggesting the statue was made
after the king·s death.26
The nornes on the four surviving intact Menkaure triads - UE 4 . 7. 15. 17 - allude to
the provinces from which Hathor provisions the king's Heb Sed. This geographic spread
of nomes in the triads recalls the g1x>graphic spread of the earlier small step pyramids. also
found across Upper and Middle Egypt, in UE l. VE 2 UE 3, UE 5, UE 8. UE 16. and
UE 2 1. The small step pyramids themselves were located near the towns of Elephantine,
F.dfu. Hierakonpolis, Nagada, Abydos. Zawiyet el-Metjin, and Seila. respectively. Thar
the locations of the monuments were associated with towns that in turn were in nomes is
21

On lvh:nkaure. Djoser and Snefcru"s multi-directional mo,ement in <.:onnection wilh the Heb Sed. see
in STR1·nw1c:idSTRunw1cK (eds.). Oki Kingdom. New Perspectives.
22 R. ST~DELMAJ\N. The heb-sed temple of Sencfru at Dahshur. in: M. 13ARTAIF. CoPPE'<s/J. KR1~c":1 (eds.),
Abusir and Saqqarn in the Year 2010/Tl, Prague 2011, 736- 746. Sec also FR tfl"lMAN, in SrRunwtcK/
ST1<uow1cK (eds.), Old Kingdom, New l'er$pectivc::s.105- 107.
23 S1:11>1.MAY1:R. in SPcNCFR (ed.), Aspects of Early Egypt. 122.
24 K. BAl,R , Rank and Title in the Old Kingdom. Chicago 1960. 45-46.
25 .I. S. NOLAN. The cult of Menkaurc and the royal funerary workshop: new seal reconstructions from
Git.a, in: The 62' d Annual Meet ing of the American Research Center in Egypt. April 1-3.2011.
Abstracts. 69-70.
26 Fiurn~1,,.'I. in GVNOI.ACH/SPE:--CE (eds.). Palace and Temple, 26. n. 20; FR JWMAK, in STRUDWICKiSTRtrDWICK
(eds.). Old Kingdom. >lew Perspe<.:tives. 111. Sec especially J. S. 10LA)I. Mud Sealings and Fourth
Dynasty Administration at Giza. Ph.D. dissertation. University of Chical!O- 2010. 25-40.
FR11;;0M,\K.
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geographically demonstrable - unlike the situation with the triads. which were located in Lhe
Giza val ley temple and only alluded to distant nomes tlu'Ot1gh their iconography. Infonnation
in the smal I step pyramids, macle clear by virtue of their location, was communicated Lhrnugh
iconography in the triads. Just as towns link to the names for the small step pyrami<ls. so
towns should be inferred for the triads' nomes. The small step pyramids were associated
with towns that lay in or near capitals of Middle and Upper Egyptian nomcsY towns which
were "close to important centers of provincial authoriry in the early Old Kingdom".2R The
particular t.own near which a small step pyramid was located, Dreyer and Kaiser pointed out
in their foundational study, was the overriding reference point l"or where these monuments
were located. the probable goal being to connect royal cult lo royal domains , at least in
part. 29 This is just what I think is going on with the triacls: Lhal the triads linked to nomes that
linkecl to important towns that were. at least in principle, royal domains. Tntcrcstingly, the
nome numbers for the smal I step pyramids do not overlap with those of the triads, though we
cannot know if this was by chance or design. Still, one cannot help but wonder if the triads
as successors to the small step pyramids added to rather than repeated the royal estates of the
small step pyramids. The archaeological data. however. arc 100 scant lo know.
All but one or the small step pyramids represent a unified group, datable to Huni in the
late lllird Dynasty?' with the one outlier dating to the early Fourth Dynasty with Snefern.
Sneferu ·s is identified on the basis of stelae that name him. along with a naos fragment.
a royal statue and an offering table.'' attesting lo an offering cult for the king that has been
assumed to be a feature for all the small step pyramids."2 But it is not a cult for the dead king.
The most important feature of Snefern's and the other small step pyramids is what they lack:
a burial chamber. They are not funerary monumcnts.u Dreyer ,Lnd Kaiser plausibly suggest
that these little pyramids were a sign of the power of the living king in his residencc,3~ which
together with the reference to cult lead Scidlmaycr to state that the little pyramids '·must
have marked the locations of an official cult cenlcrcd around the person of the king" ;15 these
monuments representing "a project of mapping the royal cult across the country" _-"16 This
notion is seconded by Papa7.ian who observes that Huni's ••innovative practice of building
several small pyramids across the provinces ... would have represented a novel approach
to trne national.i:£ation of a royal culr".37 The triads also relate co a royal cult that required
A. CwmK. Dau: and function of 1hc so-called Minor Seep Pyramids. in: GM 162. 1998. 41-44:
J.C. Mo1u.NO GA1KiA. The terriiorial administration of the kingdom in the J•J millennium. in: J.C.
Mo1u,r--o GA1idA (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Administration. HdO l04. Leiden - Boston 2013. 92.
28 MoRr.Ml GARCIA. in MORcM'> GARclA (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Adm inimation, 93.
29 G. DREYER/W. KAIS~!!, Zu den kleim:n Stufenpyramiden Ober- 11nd Milteliigyptens, in: MDATK 36,
27

19 80. 56.
30

31
32

33
34
35
36
37

DRr.nRIKA1$r.R, MDAlK 36. 54: though c'.:w1EK, GM 162. 51 dates them all to Snefcru's reign.
STADt;LMANN. in S1•1:NctR (ed.). Aspects or Early Egypt. 122. citing Lr.c1.A'IT. in Or 57. 1988. pl. 32 for
images of a few finds.
H. PAPAZIAN. Perspectives on the cult of Pharaoh during the 1hird millennium B.C.: A chronological
overview, in: H. VY~1AZALOvMM. BARTA (eds.), Chronology and Archaeology in 1\ncie111 Egypt (The
Third Millennium B. C.). Prague 2008. 74- 75.
SEJDL~·>AYcR. in s~"N<'l'R (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 119.
DREYr.RIKAISER, MDAIK 36. 56-57.
Sr,1rn.\lAY~R. in SPtNCtK (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 122: and sec Cwn,K. GM 162. 51.
SnOL\L-\YER. in SrENCtR (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 124.
H. PAPA.llM,. Domain of Pharaoh: The Scrucmrc and Components of 1he Economy of Old Kingdom
Egypt I. Ph.D. Dissertation. Univcrsiry of Chicago. 2005. 102.
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offerings, that also was not funerary in nature, and that also yields a kind of "mapp.ing'' of
royal cult across Lhe country. But now it is royal cult in the form of the Heb Scd that l.inks the
king co Hathor and the provisioning of his Heb Sect through her:18 At the small step pyramids
or in the Sneferu reliefs, however, l see no evidence of a specific single deity 's participation
in the royal cult. though the upper tier of the Sncferu temple walls where parts of deity appear
are too fragmentary to know for sure.
Besides the Seila evidern.:e from Snefern, earlier inscriptional material found at the small
step pyramid at 1-::lephantine also associates the small step pyramids with the practice of royal
cult. It is from the Elephantine and the Seila finds that Seidlmayer attaches the meaning
of a Heb Seel type of cult to the small step pyramids as a whole. The find at Elephantine is
a conical piece of granite found in front of the small step pyramid's north side. and reasonably
assumed to come from that pyramid .3Y The inscription reads ssd t{iswr ljwnj, ·'Diadem of King
Huni", followed by a determinative that looks like an r?1 or wsbt sign. suggesting a palace
or fonified structure.40 Though multiple translations have been suggested, the translation of
'b-palace has gained the greatest traction, yielding the name of the Elephantine complex as
the ..(Palace named) 'Diadem of King Hun i"' .~1
The Heb Seti has an historic connection with the ?1-palace. According to Goelet. the
r11 was probably not a pJace the k.ing lived full-time, but "seems to be ... connected with
the religious and ceremonial affairs of the monarch, especially in connection with the ?1b
sd'.41 The rJ1 appears with Djoser in the Third Dynasty, when he is shown n111ning the Heb
Seel race while holding the mks, in the middle panel under the Step Pyramid; the insc1iption
starts with the r?1-palace:' presumably. the place into which the king runs.-14 Seidl mayer also
cites the later example of Hatshepsur's coronation rites at Deir el Bah1i, where as a male
she is crowned in two rf1-palaces and then in Heb Seti type garb that includes the same
skirt tlap and tail that Djoser wears (though f see no traces of Djoser's mks in hand). s/he
moves to the wsl11-(1b-ssd. the "court of the festival of the diadem".J~ ·'As is well known .. ,
Seidlmayer writes. "the wsbt-sign normally shows an r11-palace in one corner, so it seems
logical to assume also the ex istence of a · palace or the di<1dem festival,,. Y• "The coincidence
with the key-tc1ms encountered in the name of the complex at Elephantine ... may be
ta.ken to indicate that the rnll practiced here was interpreted, as at the funerary pyramids,
with reference to festivals of kingship'':17 The major festival of kingship, as Seidlmayer
38 The practice may obtain for Khafre. 100, whose complex shows traces of a triad and d) ad: R. K1lAL:SPE,
Stmuen und Statuetten. Kata log Agypcbcher Sammlungen, Leipzig -Main;: 1997. nos. 26 (gneiss triad
fragment) and 30 (gneiss dyad fragment).
39 Though c':w1tK. GM 162. 47. objects.
40 Sc!DLMAYER, in S!'c'.'ICER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 119- 120. 122, 124.
41 Sr.lULMAYER, in SPE:scrn (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 120. 122.
42 0 . Gour.T, Two Aspects of the Royal Palace in the Egyptian Old Kingdom. Pt. 2, Un ivcrsity MicroIi Ims.
Ph.D. Dissertation. Columbia University. 1982. 682.
43 F. D. fRJEDMAN. The underground relief panels of king Djoser at the Step Pyramid Complex. in: JARCE
32. 1995. 23, Fig. 14: St1DL:Vt.~YER. in SPrnCER (eel.). Aspects of .t::arly Egypt. 124 seems to allude to this
Djoser panel.
44 See FRIED.\1/\N. JARCE 32. 24 for fullc::r discussion mid trans lation.
45 Sm>r '>IAYER. in Sl'Ei\CER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 123- 124: citing E. N,1,·11.1.r., The Temple of Deir
el Bahari HJ. London 1898, pl. 63. See also pl. 64. NAv11u. Deir el Hahari Tll. 8.n. 2 notes the similarity
of this coronation festival to the Heb Scd. as seen later under O~orkon 11 .
46 SrnDLMM1cR, in SPENC~R (cc.I.). Aspects of Early Egypt, 124; S1i11lL\1AYER. Die staatliche An lagc, 208.
47 Srmr.MwtcR. in SrE:'\CER (ed.). Aspects of Early 1:gypt. 124.
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notes,4 R is the Heb Sed, and the ?ih sM, Festlval of the Diadem, is a rite found in the Palermo
Stone entry for Shepseskaf. Menkaurc's successor, as part of the series of coronation rites
that relate to festivals of klngship.49 and which. as noted above, include the Appearance of
the King of Upper and Lower Egypt. But the most important coronation festival is the Heb
Sed, the very rite I see at the heart of the triads. One wonders if other small step pyramids in
towns across Egypt were also specifi c about their connection to the king's Heb Sed: in any
case, the small step pyramids in multi ple towns, in multiple nomes across Egypt seem to have
signaled the presence of the living king in his palace residence where Heb Seel-related rites
ensured that he remain eternal klng.
Joined to tbis expression of cult at Elephantine is economics, a familiar coupling in
ancient Egypt. About 40 meters to the north of the small step pyramid was a building
complcx50 whose abundant seals51 and other written materials suggest it was a royal domain
with a state directed economic function as early as the Second Dynasty,:1 2 thus even before
the adjacent Huni pyramid was built. Architectural and other finds signal that the building's
economic funct ion continued into the Fourth Dynasty.53 The complex of administrative
building plus pyramid by Huni's clay, named sfd 11jsw1 !f1v11i, the ("Palace named) 'Diadem
of King Huni "'. thus comprised a (rn·/-royal domain. A (11vt was a type of income-producing
property established mainly by and for royal needs (discussed extensively by Moreno
Garcia and recently sumrnarized),54 and through whose spread, as graphically represented on
Sneferu's lower temple walls, the crown really or symbol ically exploited and controlled the
nomes for agricultural and other resources, while at the same lime symbolically projecting
the klng's presence counlrywicle. Since the complex at Elep hantine appears to be a royal
hwt. and which. given lhe name of the pyramid as s§d njswt connects it to royal cult. one
can ask whether all the towns with the small step pyramids were (nv/ royal estates? And
indeed this is what Dreyer and Kaiser suggested years ago. Certainly. Elephantine. Edfu .
Hicrakonpolis, Nagacla, Abyclos. Zaw.i yet el-Metjin. and Sei la were "close to important
centers of provincial authority in the early Old Kingdom" ,55 and Zawiyet e l-Metjin, like
Elephantine. was probably also a royal domain according to the recent work of the Belgians in
UE I 6.5~ who see "emergent supraregional connections for tbe region" .57 Cwiek·s assessment
of the location of the Seila little pyramid in the Fayum suggests that the imponancc of its
location would logically accord with that of the other small step pyramids. suggesting that
48 Sr.r1J1.M1\Yt-:1c in SPE:-ICER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 122.
49 SEJDLMAYER. in Sl'cNCcR (ed.), A~pects of Early Egypt. 122- 124.
50 S1o1LlL.\1AYER. in SPEKCER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 120.
51 J.-P. PATZNICK, Die Siegelabrollungcn und Rollsicgcl dcr Stadt Elephantinc im 3. Jahrtausend v. Chr.,
Oxford 2005.
52 StJL>LMAYER. in SPENCER (ed.). Aspects of Early Egypt. 121.
53 $1'.llll.M/\YtR. in SPE'ICER (ed.). Aspects of Early rlgypt. 122.
54 MoRr;'lo G,,Rcf.-1.. in MORENO GARciA (ed.). Ancient Egyptian Administration. 85- 150, with extensive
bibliography of the author. See, esp. J. C. :V1oREN0 CiARcfA, I:Iwl et le mi licu ru ral egyptien du 111'
millenaire. Paris 1999.
55 tv1oRt:M> GAJ<.CiA. in MORl'N0 GARciA (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Admin iscration, 93.
56 M. DE MtYtR, el al., The early Old Kingdom a1 Nuway rat in the 16'" Upper Egyptian nome, in:
D. ASTC>'1iB. IlAIJcR/C. GALL0RL'\J/P. NIC1101.so:-./S. BucKIJsGHAM (eds.). Under the Potter's Tree: Studies
on Ancient Egypt Presented to Janine Bourriau on the Occasion of her 70'' Birthday, OLA 204. Leuvcn
- Paris - Walpole, MA 201 I, 692.
57 D,,. Me\'ER. in AsroN/BADER/GA1.1 ORli'-i/N1CH0Lso:-r/BlJCKIJsGIIAM (ells.). Under rhe Potter's Tree. 691.
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it too was associated w ith an important provincial town connecled to the royal residence,5
while Moreno Garcia notes that early Old Kingdom titles attest to "prominent economic
activities" for this region close lo the capital .59
If the combination of features found under Huni al Elephantine can be applied to all the
small step pyramids (which only future archaeology can confi rm), then one can suggest that
Heb Seel related cull was tied to royal hwt estates across Upper and Middle Egypt. If so, then
the Elephanti ne pyranlid of 1-luni, as Papazian noted, "acted as the focal po.int of both the
king's cult and, perhaps m ore importantly, as the physical emblem of the estate bearing his
name" ,w illustrating, "the dual regal and economic character of kingship ... manifest in the
conception of this Third Dynasty complex" _r, i This is just the combination of factors - regal
and economic - that I believe are implicit in the triads, and which tie royal cuJt in the form of
the Heb Seel to (1Wt-estates under Menkaure. For just as the smal l step pyram.ids "may have
served as the focal point of economic organization .in a given region" ,62 the triads alluded to
the same idea.63 T he triads' inscriptions do not name the estates which would link lo towns.
B ut we kn01..v that named estates were a significant piece of recorded information when the
physical features of a m onument allowed for its inclusion. For that's just what we have with
the ear.l ier Sneferu 2D reliefs64 where the offering bearers' heads can·y the names of hwiestates. Indeed, Scicllmayer draws attention to comparisons of the smalI step pyramids and the
triads with the Sneferu reliefs insofar as they all provision royal cu.lt.6' With Sneferu (Fig. 5),
the estates are grouped by nome (now fragmentary but originally representing most, though

Fig. 5 Examp le of three named
estates from the single nome shown
on standard far 1ight (UE 18).
Drawing modified after D. ARNOLD ,
Royal Reliefs , in: E gyptian Art in
the Age of the Pyramids, New York
1999, 85, Fig. 49. Full wall scene
in A . FAKHRY, The Monuments of
Sneferu at Dahshur, vol. 11, The
Valley Temp.le, pt. I, Cairo, 1961,
Fig. 18
58
59
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64

A . C'.wrEK, J-'ayurn in the Old Kingdom, in: GM 160. 1997, 2 1.
MoKENO GARCJA, in MoRtNO GARCiA (ed.), Ancien t Egyptian Adm iniMrnt.ion, 93.
PAPAZIAN . Domain, 106- 107.
l'APA?.IAN, Domain, 107, o. 128.
PAPA7.IAK, in VYMALALOVA!BARTA (eds.), Chronology and A rchaeology in Ancient Egypt, 75.
PAPAZIAN, i n VYMAZALovA/BAIHA (eds.), C hronology and Archaeology i n Ancient Egypt. 74- 75.
however, links tile s ma ll step pyramids' cu lt to the royal ka.
A . fAK HKY, The Monuments of Sneferu al Dahshnr lJ, The Valley Temple, Pt I, Cairo 1961, 17- 58, figs .
9-34
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not all. of the 110mes of Egypt).66 each ?1wt estate name determined by 11iirt, an agricultural
unit controlled by a {iwt.1'7 The result is a visual nes1ing of one concept within another: (IWf
estates with 11j111t farms. nested within nornes. nested within the {nvt-!emplc itself.<>$ Before
considering the small step pyramids. T thought that the Sneferu principle of naming (IWt
estates within given nomes for the purpose of provisioning royal cull should also be implicit
in the triads . In this context l suggested reading the triads as fiwt-estatc names.
I used the back slab as the {nvt hieroglyph without comer box; Hathor's embrace,
handholding and close juxtaposition to the king as the verb. 111r, ·'love··: and the nome
sign as the given nome. to read: ~,wt Mn-kJw-W:: mr ?twt-fir l'vJ11-kJ111-W, "The fiwt estate of
Menkaure (called) ·Hathor loves Menkaure .,, , in the given nome. I based the reading on other
Fmuth Dynasty estate names. Note that the king's name appears twice in the reading but the
figure of the king appears only once in the triads (as the standing king himself), reOecling
a practice found after Sneferu in the writing of estate names on 2D surfaces. presumably to
save wall spacc.69 There is no l!ill'l-town/ village sign on the t1iads as one finds with estate
names on the Sneferu procession, not because the concept was not operative on the triads but
because it could not as conveniently be included on 3D sculptures as on reliefs. The Type 2
triad T now read differently from Type ls_;o I still used the back slab as the (?Wt hieroglyph
without comer box, but translate Hathor's embrace as mr - "wish'" instead of "love": and
translate the nomc personification's extended rnb as "live" .71 yield ing {nvt Mn-k?w-Rr: mr
hwr-f1r r11b Jvln-kJw-W:. '"The fnvr-estate of Menkaure (named) ·Hathor wishes that Menkaure
live"', which in this case is in UE 15.72 The feature that is omitted but that I think should be
understood on all the triads is the specific town associated with each bwt estate in the given
nomes. With the small step pyramids, the towns are demonstrably clear. which is 1101 the
case with the triads that are fixed in Giza. The Sneferu proce.~sion gives the ~wt estates and
the nomes. though we don't know to which towns those estates (real or symbolic) refer. But
occasionally. we can infer towns . For example, the Sncferu procession probably depicted
UE 1,7~ which given the archaeological evidence would logical ly include Elephantine as at
lea<;l one possible estate.74 The triads give the nomes and names of estates. if I am right, but
nm the towns. Again, we need lo infer the towns.
Given the data, an underlying structure emerges, implicit or explicit. which includes:
1. a named bwt estate; 2. associated with a town: 3. in a nome; 4. from which provisioning
issues for a Heb Sed-related cult (small step pyramids) or the Heb Sed itself (Sncferu
temple and Menkaure triads): 5. supplied hy the estate (small step pyramids) . or female
66
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FR!r.DMA:-1. in G u ,01 ACHISPENCf. (eds.). Palace and Temple. 31-32.
J.C. Mo11F.NO GARCIA, A<l111 in is1ration tc rritoriale el organ isation de l'espace en Egypte au troisieme
mi116naire avant J.-C. (ITI-IV) . in: zAs 125. 1998. 38, 42; MOREJ\O GARCiA, i:IWI. 128.
Quarry marks on block~ for the temple, label the temple a /111'1: FAKIIRY, The Monuments of Sndt:ru II.
I. 14: F1m.DNJAN, i11 DEK M11NtH'I.IAN/SCHNMlll~R (eds.). Towards a New History. forthcoming.
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1962 . .5.
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personifications of those estates (Sncfcru). or. in the chronologically latest of the monuments.
Hathor (the triads). Just as female pcrsonifkations of estates bring food to Sneferu in his
lower temple at Dahshur, so Hathor in the triads takes up this role. a role that combines the
elements of estate. nome and offering bearer found in the small step pyramids and/or the
Sneferu rel i.efs. While the appearance of the small step pyramids, the Sneferu reliefs or the
triads differ, the comparable objective to provision the king drove them all, as Seidlmayer
rightly notes.75 I agree with Scidlmayer on this point. but would emphasize further that the
provisioning is !'or the Heb Scd. Twould also note that since these monuments operate largely
in parallel, when we find estates identified at the small step pyramids and at the Sneferu
temple, it strengthens the case that estates are embedded in the triads. The triads. I thus
believe, include the idea of named estates as economic centers associated with towns in their
nomcs. Ifl am right, this would mean that at the end of the Fourrh Dynasty under Mcnkaure.
royal estates and their associated towns in given nomes are linked to provisioning the king·s
Heb Sed through Hathor.
The relevant nomcs on the triads are UE 4. 7, 15 and 17. and the question arises as
to what towns might link to ~m·1 estates in those nomes, and would those towns have any
connection to Hathor? Elscwhcre76 I look at new archaeology char can be helpful in this
regard. The Belgians working in UE 15. the nome on the Type 2 triad (Fig. le), find evidence
that points to Sheikh Said as being a royal bwt-estate already by Khufu 's rcign,n founded by
Khufu. or possibly Sneferu .7~ and was the town where Khufu established a cult for hi mself,n
thus linking his cult to a site nf economic importance . Recent archaeological evidence
a lso suggesr.s that Giza in LE 1 was the {1wl estate on which Sheikh Said in UE 15 was
based_io both rowns being provisioned by the central govemmcnt.~ 1 T have suggested that the
unnamed town for the estate for the Type 2 damaged triad would be Giza. so that we should
restore thjs triad with LE I. the nome in which Giza lay. designated by the White Walls of
Memphis (Fig. 1. t). Moreover. we now know from the Belgian team at Sheikh Said62 and
the even more recelll findings or Mark Lehner and his tea.in at Giia. that Sheikh Said and
Giza had economically significant ports in the Fourth Dynasry. An entire ··Jost city of the
pyramids·· is now being uncovered by Mark Lehner and his team at Gi1.a, who reveal that
town's connecrions to resources throughout the country as far south as Aswan and northeast
10 Babylon.~~ Both Sheikh Said and Giza are associated with Hathor cults. (For Sheik Said,
75 S1:11>1.,1Avr:R, in SPE:-:CER (ed.). Aspcc1s of Early ~gypt. 124.
76 1-'RIEDMAK, in Dt.R M,,:-.u~.I.IM,/SrnN!ilOER (eds.). Towards a Kew 1Tis1ory. forthcoming.
77 M. ut. Mt.YtR . Two ccmc1eries for one provincial capital? Deir cl-Bersha aml c:1-Sheikh Said in the
fifteenth Upper Egyptian nome during the Old Kingdom, in: N. STRlLJWICK/1 I. S·1Ruuw1cK (eds.). Old
Kingdom. Kew Perspec1ives: Egyp1ian Ari and Archaeology 2750-2150 BC. Oxford - Oakville 2011.
49: H. W1Lu~1s. c1 al.. An industrial Sile at AI-Shaykh Sa"id/Wadi Zahayda, in: A&J. l9. 2009. 326.
78 WILLEMS, A&l. 19,313; 323.
79 W11 1.i;MS, A&L 19. 325-326.
80 H. W1Lu.,1s. Un domaine roya l de l"cpoque clu roi Kheops/Khoufou it al-Chcikh Sa'id Ouadi 1/.abcida.
in: BSFE 175, 2009, 26-27: WnrF\IS, A&L 19. 314-315: 323-324; di~cu~~ed in FR1rn,rA:-:. in DER
M,,Nu1-.1.1AN/ScHNUIDUR {eds.). Towards a New History. forchcoming.
81 A. T,WARf:S, Village. lown and barracks: a fourlh dynasty seulemem Ill licit el-Ghurab, Gira. in:
1 . STRII0WICKI H. Srnuuw1cK (eds.). Old Kingdom.1'ew Perspcc1ivcs: Egyp1ian /\rt and Archaeology
2750-2150 BC. Oxford - Oakville 201 l. 271.
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the earliest attested evidence for H.athor is from the Fifth Dynascy, though I believe there
is good reason to suggest a Fourth Dynasty Hathor presence by the rnign of Menkaure .84)
T he suggested Hathor sanctuaries/temples with their own ?nvl-estates may have been real or
forms of idealized political fiction, or, I increasingly believe based on new archaeologi<.:al
data, a combination of both.g5 The important point is that through the triads, Menkaure is
given a symbolic connection to Harhor in economically important towns to which the Hathor
cult has been added , probably after the town's economic value was already established. T he
result is that the king, for the first time appearing with divine suppo1t, is shown as controlling
the ecomimic resources of the nomes that fed his Heb Seel through Hathor.
Given the impmtance of Hathor to the triads. T suggest a further hypothetical model for
the rriads that includes the stated nomcs, within which were royal (nvl estates. associated
,vith towns, within which were Hathor cult temples, real or symbolic, which had their own
~wt estates narne<l '·Hathor loves Menkaure" or "Hathor wishes that Menkaure live•·. SL1cl1
a theoretical model of nesting one fom1 of liwl within another recalls the nesting of one idea of
{1wt within another at the Sneferu lower temple at the Bent Pyramid,86 where the temple itself
appears from quarry marks to have been termed ~lll'r.&7 and within which was the procession
of personified !,wt estates. Doubling the usage or !1Wt to refer to borll royal and divine estates
in the triads would also recal l the doubling principle found in the reading of the ca1iouche
in the restored Mcnkaure titulary on the travertine seated statue, or in the reading of Fourth
Dynasty estate names, where a king's name is written once but read twice, noted above. I'm
suggesting that the triad's use of !1Wt may a lso operate on two levels concurrently, nesting the
idea of Hathor estates within royal estates, both for cullic reasons and to save space (a 3D
sculpture has little morn to repeat elements). Embedding one i<lea within another, in this case,
would integrate the divine and the royal. an idea implicit in the writing of Hathor's name
llwl-ljr. ~ ' in which Hathor is literally the estate (~wt) within which is the king (Jf1').8~
King and Hathor abide in and through one another.
Using Seidlrnayer·s brief observation as a starting point, my comments here have used
botl1 established data and hypothetical modeling to try to better un<lersrand the triads as
the latest in a se1ics of ide,L~ on royal cult developing since the small step pyramids in the
emly Old Kingdom. It is only with the triads, however, at the end or the fourth Dynasty that
a new player is introduced into this picture in the form of Hathor. She and Re, the other main
deity in Mcnkaure·s statue program, will take on added meaning in the Fifth Dynasty when
thei r cults. together with that of the king, ai-e brought into the sun temples and the celebration
of the king's Heb Sed.89 In Menkaure's valley temple statue program. in fact, we may be
witnessing a bridge between cult ideas of the Third and Fou1th Dynasty and those of the Fifth.
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